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A mantra for a new consciousness with an introduction by Lynne McTaggart and contributions

by Ervin László, Michael Singer, Barbara Marx Hubbard, Anodea Judith, Kabir Helminski and

Mona Polacca.The Soul Awakening Practice is built around a 6-line mantra. A mantra is a

sacred utterance. Repetition of a mantra aids in concentration and is believed to have both

psychological and sacred powers. This is a book for activists, for ecologists, and for spiritual

seekers engaged in the quest for a spiritually coherent and united worldview.The human race

has a moral imperative to transform the way we live and The Soul Awakening Practice offers a

way for us to engage spiritually. Integrating ancient wisdom, modern science and psychology

this mantra prayer is a means by which to reveal a coherent worldview available to each and

every one of us.Written by James O’Dea, the former president of the Institute of Noetic

Sciences and member of the Evolutionary Leaders Group, the book not only includes the

prayer itself but a commentary on the power of prayer as well as expanded, contemplative line-

by-line reflections and explanations. To provide different viewpoints and perspectives on this

new worldview, the book includes commentaries by key luminaries from science, cosmology,

evolutionary theory, Yoga, Sufism and indigenous wisdom.Be receptive and allow the prayer to

illuminate your insights. Experience your own unique journey of awakening.

This wise, splendidly written, subtly passionate book, by one of the world's pioneering sacred

activists will open your mind, inspire your heart, and focus your whole being on the essential

tasks of our time - urgently putting love into action to preserve nature and humanity.--Andrew

Harvey, Author of "The Hope - A Guide to Sacred Activism and Co-Author with Carolyn Baker,

"Evolutionary Love Relationships" Soul Awakening Practice provides a stirring and uplifting

context to weave together prayer, contemplation and action. As such it offers us poetic and

spiritual guidance for a time that cries out for this kind of deep integration. --Seane Corn, Yoga

Teacher I have often said that prayer is the broom that sweeps out our hearts. Soul Awakening

Practice presents reflections that will assist you to further develop or continue in your prayer

practice. With this prayerful cleaning of our heart, it is possible for us to receive the true gift--

peace. When we are in pieces, that's what we share with the world but when we are in peace,

we manifest peace, we exude peace and we spread peace. --H.H. Pujya Swami Chidanand

Saraswatiji The need for cooperation and partnership as opposed to domination and dominion

is becoming more and more evident in these threshold times. Many are calling for peace in our

times and James O’Dea makes the case that peace calls for dynamic engagement. It requires

the building of trust that allows love to flow so that compassionate connection can interrupt the

cycles of wounding. Soul Awakening Practice is a handbook that reveals a path forward as it

skillfully guides us to an awakening of the heart to the full expression of peace. I highly

recommend this book which offers grounded practices that will be a revolution in your daily

life.--Justine Willis Toms, Co-founder, Creative Producer, Host of New Dimensions Radio and

author of Small Pleasures: Finding Grace in a Chaotic World. With passions and anxiety high,

we are calledto find power from within. Soul Awakening Practiceis not only on time, but a guide

to help everyonere-connect to their Source of power. James O'Dea's uncanny ability and clarity

is spot on for bringingus all to a deeper, more powerful way of living. --Sister Jenna, spiritual

leader, author, radio and TV personality, renowned speaker and founder of the Meditation

Museum in Silver Spring, Maryland and McLean, VirginiaAbout the AuthorJames



O’Dea, www.jamesodea.com is award-winning author of Cultivating Peace and Creative Stress.

He is lead faculty for the Shift Network’s acclaimed global Peace Ambassador Training. He has

conducted frontline social healing dialogues around the world for many years. He is former

president of the Institute of Noetic Sciences, Washington office director of Amnesty

International and CEO of the Seva Foundation. He is a member of The Evolutionary Leaders

group founded by Deepak Chopra and is on several advisory boards such as The Peace

Alliance and Kosmos Journal. James is also a mystic who is passionate about global

transformation and has a special interest in Meher Baba’s evolutionary vision. He is followed

extensively in social media and lectures widely. James grew up in Ireland and England and

currently resides in Colorado. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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Glenn Aparicio Parry, “James O’Dea’s brilliant and unique book emerges from a similar

understanding. In the Lakota language, there is no word for forgiveness. This is because the

Lakota understand that the primary purpose of life is to awaken to one’s own sacred divinity in

radical interconnection with all there is, and as such, there is no room for unforgiveness. James

O’Dea’s brilliant and unique book emerges from a similar understanding. It teaches not through

didactic lecturing, but through gentle stirring of the soul. It softly but inexorably awakens us to

our ever-present connection to the Divine. It never preaches nor hurries. It surreptitiously acts

as a catalyst for both personal and planetary awakening through whispering sweet epiphanies

in our ear.The entire book is constructed around the Soul Awakening prayer, which is profound

and multi-layered, even as it is elegant and simple. For each stanza of the prayer, O’Dea writes

poetic reflections that are followed by prose from several guest luminary authors that delve into

science, cosmology, Indigenous wisdom, yoga, evolutionary theory, and more. The Soul

Awakening prayer, which I repeat below, remains the centerpiece throughout.Soul

AwakeningHeart OpeningLight ShiningLove FlowingWounds DissolvingPeace RadiatingIn

contemplating the Soul Awakening prayer, O’Dea asks the reader to initially focus on one’s own

soul awakening; and then guides the reader through multiple levels of self, loved ones,

community, and planetary awakening.The binding principle in all of O’Dea’s reflections is a

radical understanding of the inextricable connection between the universal and the personal,

between self and Source. Here is one exquisite example from the section on Heart

Opening.Breathe into your heart so that it opens and empties. Do not try to keep it full all the

time. Let it empty, Let it fill. You will discover as you do so that you do not have to invent love or

gratitude, because they are natural forces in a universe that could not exist without them.To

write in such clear, accessible language about complex matters of the heart and soul is hard to

do, but O’Dea succeeds. This is a book to be kept on a nightstand and treasured, consumed in

small but regular doses, like the prayer book of healing medicine it is. You may want to read it

aloud to a loved one, again and again, savoring the vibrations.”

H. Perotto, “A vere wise and engaging companion for living in these trying times. What a little

gem! On the surface very simple and easy to read, but it goes so deep! When I first received it

a couple of weeks ago, I read it cover to cover, loved the simplicity of the plactice itself and

James O'Dea's wisdom in his beautiful reflections on each of the 6 lines in the practice-prayer/

meditation. In addion, there are six amazing essays (also corresponding to the six prayer lines)

by some of my most beloved wisdom teachers such as Ervin Lázló, Barbara Marx Hubbard,

and Michael A. Singer and a great introduction by Lynn McTaggart. Since first reading the

entire book, I have been compelled every day to pick it up and spend a few minutes with it. It

helps me feel grounded in my own wisdom and at the same time connects me to the light, love,

and wisdom of the entire cosmos.  I love it!”



Alan T. Levin, “Unique and beautiful writing that guides you to your Soul's calling. Very

enjoyable.. James O’Dea is well known as an sdvocate of bringing a spiritual focus to social

and political involvement. In his book, “Soul Awakening Pracice,” he makes the theory and

practice of this balance available to a wider audience. The book contains a series of deep yet

simple prayer-like offerings. They are arranged in a thematic progression that takes one from a

focus on personal through planetary healing. Perhaps more significantly, it helps one to get in

touch with the motivating force within and act according to our soul’s direction for the benefit of

all.It was a great pleasure to open the book anywhere and read one of O’Dea’s uniquely

beautiful passages reminding me to open my heart, experience the Light within, face and heal

the woundedness or radiate peace. Beyond that however, when read from the beginning, the

book offers step by step guidance for a daily practice that takes one to the places O’Dea

references in his writing.Only a writer who has himself experienced the mysteries of the heart

and Spirit can write in such an original and deeply moving manner. Anyone interested in the

practice of bringing a spiritual focus to the healing and transformation of this troubled world

would do well to read this book.”

C Drury, “Like the great mystic poets.... This is an absolutely brilliant book. Like some of the

great mystic poets (O'Donohue, Hafiz and Rumi come to mind) James O'Dea manages to

penetrate to the depths of the eternal with very few words. In its simplicity, this book achieves

what many authors spend their lives trying; to awaken the heart and soul of a reader. I can feel

my interior life being stirred and my higher self activated just from reading and reflecting on the

words. It's a true blessing. I will carry this prayer with me as I journey through this life and

beyond. Thank you James O'Dea, and all who contributed to this project. You have made the

world a little more awake, open, peaceful, loving and light-filled with this publication.”

Mary L. Landauer, “The Soul's Becomimg. James O'Dea has written a book of great liberation

fromour small ego mind long held captive in prison like thoughtsand beliefs and conditioned by

a history of division andseparation from our source creator and each other. HisSoul Awakening

Practice is a loving gateway to dailycontemplate, meditate and pray helping to facilitate

oursouls awakening and where we directly begin to live withinour own grace and its light

beaming forth from our highersource presence of greater divine mystery of us all. Itis a book

never to sit in a bookshelf but to sit by ourside as comfort, support and abiding love to help

ussurrender what no longer serves our higher consciousnessand open into our own soul to

partnership with sourceand other awaken souls to create a world of sustaining peace.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The contemplation is beautifully penned. The explanations of each step

of the .... This is one of the most potent and heart opening prayers I have ever commited to

practicing on a daily basis. The contemplation is beautifully penned. The explanations of each

step of the prayer is like a balm to the soul. Everyone I have shared this process with are

immediately drawn to its healing and uplifting potential. This text and accompanying prayer

can assist each of us to step into our part of creating heaven on earth.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Lovely book. Great book, recomend.”

Reader, “JEWEL OF A BOOK. This book is a pure jewel, I highly recommend it.”

Trisha, “A really fine little book. A really lovely litte book which is joyful to behold! I was brought

up in a small English village, where I went to C of E Sunday school (and primary school)



followed by Mass in the nearest town! I was married in that village church and those strong

Christian principles still form the basis of my life, as far as possible. My lapsed Catholic mother

would have loved this little book as she was very interested in the contemplative side of religion

(any religion, she believed strongly they all were valid). So I have to politely disagree with one

former comment that this book is not very Christian but rather Zen, this other side of

Christianity has a long tradition in its history and practice. I wondered at first if it was going to

be a bit new age and lightweight, but in fact, although easy to read, is far from that. So far it has

helped me think deeply around some issues I am struggling with and brough a lot of calm into

my life. I only normally feel this way when I am doing a yoga class (a new thing to me) or

meditating, something I have done since my childhood. I wish there were more books like this,

as we need to find these silent, contemplative places in our lives more than ever. A fine book

that I intend to give to one or two others as gifts before long.”

The book by James O'Dea has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 74 people have provided feedback.
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